Abstract. A novel framework based on local spatio-temporal features and a Bag-of-Words (BoW) model is proposed for violence detection. The framework utilizes Dense Trajectories (DT) and MPEG flow video descriptor (MF) as feature descriptors and employs Fisher Vector (FV) in feature coding. DT and MF algorithms are more descriptive and robust, because they are combinations of various feature descriptors, which describe trajectory shape, appearance, motion and motion boundary, respectively. FV is applied to transform low level features to high level features. FV method preserves much information, because not only the affiliations of descriptors are found in the codebook, but also the first and second order statistics are used to represent videos. Some tricks, that PCA, K-means++ and codebook size, are used to improve the final performance of video classification. In comprehensive consideration of accuracy, speed and application scenarios, the proposed method for violence detection is analysed. Experimental results show that the proposed approach outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches for violence detection in both crowd scenes and non-crowd scenes.
Introduction
Violence detection is to determine whether a scene has an attribute of violence. Violence is artificially defined, and video clips are artificially labelled as 'normal' and 'violence'. Violence detection is considered as not only a branch of action recognition, but also an instance of video classification. Techniques of violence detection can be applied to real life in intelligent monitoring systems and for reviewing videos automatically on the Internet.
Early approaches of action recognition are based on trajectories, which need to detect human bodies and track them for video analysis. They are complicated and indirect, because human detection and tracking have to be solved in advance. Recently, the methods based on local spatio-temporal features [16] [17] have dominated the field of action recognition. These approaches use local spatiotemporal features to represent global features of videos directly. Moreover, their performance is excellent and robust under various conditions such as background variations, illumination changes and noise. In [11] , a Bag-of-Words (BoW) model was used to effectively transform low level features to high level features.
Motivated by the performance of local spatio-temporal features and BoW models, a new framework using Dense Trajectories (DT) [16] , MPEG flow video descriptor (MF) [7] and Fisher Vector (FV) [10] for violence detection is proposed as illustrated in Fig.1 . We provide the reasons for why DT and MF are chosen for feature extraction and why FV is chosen for feature coding as follows.
For feature extraction, a variety of feature descriptors based on local spatiotemporal features can be applied. These descriptors include Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) and Histogram of Oriented Flow (HOF) [8] , Motion SIFT (MoSIFT) [2] , Motion Weber Local Descriptor (MoWLD) [21] and Motion Improved Weber Local Descriptor (MoIWLD) [20] . The applications of these feature descriptors to describe human appearance and motion for violence detection can be found in [11] , [18] , [21] and [20] .
For the purpose of extracting more descriptive features to improve the performance of violence detection, DT and MF are utilized for the first time for violence detection in this paper. The interest points that are densely sampled by DT preserve more information than all other features mentioned above. DT is a combination of multiple features including trajectory shape, HOG, HOF and Motion Boundary Histogram (MBH), so it takes the advantages of these features. On the premise of ensuring prediction accuracy, MF improves the computational cost and time consumption compared to DT.
For feature coding, Vector Quantization (VQ) [14] and Sparse Coding (SC) [19] are two commonly used methods for encoding the final representations. VQ votes for a feature only when the feature 'word' is similar to a word in the codebook, so it may result in information loss. SC reconstructs the features by referring to the codebook, preserves the affiliations of descriptors and stores only the zeroth order statistics. The work using SC or its variants for violence detection can be found in [18] , [21] and [20] .
Compared with VQ and SC, Fisher Vector generates a high dimensional vector that stores not only the zeroth order statistics, but also the first and second order statistics. Moreover, the running time of FV is much less than VQ and SC, hence it is used for feature coding in this paper.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows. A novel framework for violence detection is proposed. It uses DT and MF feature descriptors as local spatio-temporal features and utilizes FV for feature coding. Some tricks, that PCA, K-means++ and codebook size, are applied to improve the performance of violence detection. Our proposed framework of violence detection is analysed from various aspects including accuracy, speed and application scenarios. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed approach outperforms the state-of-the-art techniques on both crowd and non-crowd datasets in terms of accuracies. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will elaborate the proposed framework including Dense Trajectories, MPEG flow video descriptor and Fisher Vector. In Section 3, the experimental results in crowd scenes and non-crowd scenes will be showed and analysed. In Section 4, conclusions will be discussed.
Methodology
This article proposes a novel framework of violence detection using Dense Trajectories (DT), MPEG flow video descriptor (MF) and Fisher Vector (FV) as illustrated in Fig.1 . Firstly, from the violent video clips for training and testing, DT or MF feature vectors are extracted and they describe trajectory shape, appearance, motion and motion boundaries. Secondly, PCA is applied to eliminate redundant information after low level representations are generated. Thirdly, testing videos are encoded as high level representations by FV according to the codebook generated by Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM). Finally, linear SVM is employed to classify the videos into two categories of normal patterns and violence patterns. The algorithm for violence detection in videos based on this framework is detailed in the following subsections.
Dense Trajectories and MPEG flow video descriptor
Dense Trajectories proposed in [16] is an excellent algorithm of feature extraction for action recognition. DT extracts four types of features that are trajectory shape, HOG, HOF and MBH. These features are combined to represent a local region in the visual aspects of trajectory shape, appearance, motion and motion boundaries.
MPEG flow video descriptor proposed in [7] is an efficient video descriptor which uses motion information in video compression. The computational cost of MF is much less than DT, because the spare MPEG flow is applied to replace the dense optical flow. Furthermore, there exists only minor reduction in the performance of video classification in contrast to DT. The design of MPEG flow video descriptor follows Dense Trajectories except features based on trajectory shape.
The feature descriptor of DT is a 426 dimensional feature vector, which contains a 30 dimensional trajectory shape descriptor, a 96 dimensional HOG descriptor, a 108 dimensional HOF descriptor and a 192 dimensional MBH descriptor. Compared to DT descriptor, MF is a 396 dimensional feature vector without a 30 dimensional trajectory shape descriptor. As types of feature descriptor, DT and MF are pretty descriptive and robust because of the combination of multiple descriptors.
Principal Component Analysis
Principal Component Analysis [15] [9] is a statistical algorithm for dimensionality reduction. Due to the high dimension of DT (426 dimensional) and MF (396 dimensional), PCA is utilized to reduce the dimension of feature vectors in order to speed up the process of dictionary learning and improve the accuracy of classification. In addition, a whitening process usually follows the PCA, which ensures all features to have the same variance. The transform equation is illustrated as follows.
where x Original ∈ R M denotes an original feature, x P CA ∈ R N denotes the PCA-Whiten result, U ∈ R M ×N is the transform matrix of the PCA algorithm, Λ ∈ R N ×N is the whitening diagonal matrix.
Fisher Vector
Fisher Vector [12] [13] is an efficient algorithm for feature coding. It is derived from a fisher kernel [6] . Moreover, FV is usually employed to encode a high level representation of a high dimension for image classification [10] . Both of the first and second order statistics are encoded leading to a high separability of the final feature representations. The FV algorithm is described as follows. GMM is employed to learn the codebook, which uses generative models to describe the probability distribution of feature vectors. Let X = {x 1 , ... , x N } be a set of D dimensional feature vectors processed through the DT and PCA algorithms, where N is the number of feature vectors. The density p(x|λ) and the k-th Gaussian distribution p k (x|µ k , Σ k ) are defined as:
and
where K denotes the mixture number, λ = (ω k , µ k , Σ k : k = 1, ... , K) are the GMM parameters that fit the distribution of the feature vectors, ω k denotes the mixture weight, µ k denotes the mean vector and Σ k denotes the covariance matrix.
The optimal parameters forming λ of GMM are learned by the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [3] . Furthermore, the initial values of these parameters have an important influence on the final codebook, so k-means++ [1] results are calculated as the initial values.
In the following equation, y ik represents the occupancy probability, which is the soft assignment of the feature descriptor x i to Gaussian k:
Then, the gradient vector g X µ,d,k with respect to the mean µ dk of Gaussian k and the gradient vector g X σ,d,k with respect to the standard deviation σ dk of Gaussian k could be calculated. Their mathematical expressions are:
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EXPERIMENTS

Datasets
We carry out the experiments on two challenging datasets created specifically for violent video detection: Hockey Fight [5] and Crowd Violence [3] . Fig. 3 shows a few sample frames from each dataset. Hockey Fight dataset. This dataset contains 1000 video clips of action from hockey games of the National Hockey League (NHL). 500 videos in the dataset are manually labeled as fight and others are labeled as non-fight. Each clip consists of 50 frames with a resolution of 360 × 288 pixels.
Crowd Violence dataset. This dataset is assembled for violent crowd behavior detection. All video clips are collected from YouTube, presenting a wide range of scene types, video qualities and surveillance scenarios. The dataset consists of 246 video clips including 123 violent clips and 123 normal clips with a resolution of 320 × 240 pixels. The whole dataset is split into five sets for 5-fold cross validation. Half of the footages in each set present violent crowd behavior and the other half presents non-violent crowd behavior. 
Experimental settings
Therefore, the final representation of a video is 2 × K × D dimensional.
Linear Support Vector Machine
Before applying the video representations in the linear SVM, the power and 2 normalization are applied to the Fisher Vector Φ(X) as shown in [13] . Then, the linear SVM [4] is used for the violence classification of each video encoded by FV.
Experiments
Datasets
In our experiments, two public datasets are applied to detect whether a scene has a characteristic of violence. These datasets are Hockey Fight dataset (HF dataset) [11] and Crowd Violence dataset (CV dataset) [5] . HF dataset shows non-crowd scenes, while CV dataset shows crowd scenes. The validity of the proposed framework for violence detection will be verified in both crowd scenes and non-crowd scenes. Some frame samples taken from them are displayed in Fig.2 . The datasets are introduced briefly below. Hockey Fight dataset. This dataset contains 1000 video clips from ice hockey games of the National Hockey League (NHL). There are 500 video clips labelled as violence, while other 500 video clips are manually labelled as nonviolence. The resolution of each video clip is 360 × 288 pixels.
Crowd Violence dataset. This dataset contains 246 video clips of crowd behaviours, and these clips are collected from YouTube. It consists of 123 violent clips and 123 non-violent clips with a resolution of 320 × 240 pixels.
Experimental settings
In feature extraction, experiments are conducted based on three feature descriptors, which are MoSIFT [2] (256 dimensional), Dense Trajectories (DT) [16] (426 dimensional) and MPEG flow video descriptor (MF) [7] (396 dimensional).
For feature selection, PCA is utilized to reduce the abovementioned three types of features to the same dimension of D = 200.
For dictionary learning, 100, 000 features are randomly sampled from the training set. For GMM training, k-means++ [1] is used to initialize the covariance matrix of each mixture. It is an important trick for improving the final performance and making the results more stable. The mixture number of GMMs is set to be K = 256. After the codebook is generated, the results using FV are compared with the results using SC in feature coding. The parameter settings of SC are according to those in [18] . The final feature vectors of videos are powered and 2 -normalized.
Finally, the linear SVM [4] is employed for classification of the testing videos, and the penalty parameter is set to be C = 100.
5-fold cross validation is used for evaluating the accuracies of video classification. The experimental results are reported in terms of mean prediction accuracy (ACC) and the area under the ROC curve (AUC).
Experimental results on Hockey Fight dataset
We perform a series of experiments for testing the superiority of 4 types of feature descriptors. The 4 types of features are MoSIFT, MoWLD [21] , DT and MF, and they are used together with SC on the Hockey Fight dataset. The results from DT + SC and MF + SC are compared with those using the methods recently developed in [18] and [21] . Furthermore, in order to assess the effect of the codebook size, we set 7 groups of experiments using SC, where the codebook sizes range from 50 words to 1000 words.
As shown in Table 1 , it is firmly convinced that the features of DT and MF are more effective and discriminative in contrast with the MoSIFT and MoWLD features. DT and MF features are introduced to violence detection for the first time, but they show strong adaptability to non-crowd scenes. In overall consideration of ACC and AUC values, the performance of MF features is the best in these experiments.
The experimental results also indicate that the performance of these algorithms improves with the increase of visual words, i.e., the codebook size contributes to the accuracy of violence detection. In practical application, time consumption will increase if the codebook size expands. So, we can utilize codebook size as a trick to trade off prediction accuracy and time consumption.
FV is applied as an algorithm for feature coding on the Hockey Fight dataset. The performance of FV demonstrated in Table 2 is superior to the performance of SC shown in Table 1 . Furthermore, the employment of PCA contributes to the improvement of ACC and AUC, as particularly seen in the results using DT. In summary, our proposed framework of violence detection, MF + PCA + FV, outperforms the state-of-the-art methods in non-crowd scenes.
Experimental results on Crowd Violence dataset
We compare our proposed algorithm with various state-of-the-art methods including ViF [5] , MoSIFT + SC [18] , MoWLD + SC [21] and MoIWLD + SRC [20] on the Crowd Violence dataset. The codebook size of the compared methods is set to be 500 visual words.
Obviously, our FV based method outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches as shown in Table 3 . Moreover, the utilization of PCA effectively improves the accuracy of violence detection.
In crowd scenes, the performance of MF features is inferior to DT features. Because, the information which MF preserves is insufficient due to video compression.
Analysis of Violence Detection
Comparative analysis of accuracy and speed for violence detection is as shown in Table 4 . Speed means that how many frame pictures can be processed per second by different algorithms of feature extraction. We mainly analyse our proposed framework that DT + PCA + FV and MF + PCA + FV in different scenes.
If time consumption becomes a primary consideration, the framework based on MF will be the optimal choice in both crowd scenes and non-crowd scenes.
Nevertheless, the diversity of application scenarios will result in different options if prediction accuracy is major concerned. The prediction accuracy of MF is superior to DT in non-crowd scenes, while DT outperforms MF in crowd scenes.
Conclusion
This paper has proposed a novel framework of violence detection using Dense Trajectories, MPEG flow video descriptor and Fisher Vector. Firstly, the experimental results have shown that DT and MF as types of discriminative feature descriptors outperform other commonly used features for violence detection. Secondly, FV as an excellent feature coding algorithm has been proven to be superior to Sparse Coding. Thirdly, some tricks including PCA, K-means++ and codebook size have contributed to the improvement of accuracy and AUC values in violence detection. Fourthly, our proposed framework of violence detection was analysed in overall consideration of accuracy, speed and application scenarios. Fifthly, the performance of the proposed method was better than the state-ofthe-art techniques for violence detection in both crowd scenes and non-crowd scenes. As our future work, whether DT, MF and FV are suitable for other tasks of video analysis will be further researched.
